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INTRODUCTION

v The quantitative estimation of many plant traits from plant
images is primarily based on accurate segmentation of
individual leaves.

v This is a challenging task due to the presence of
overlapped leaves and lack of discernible boundaries
between them.

v Current state-of-the-art supervised deep learning
algorithms rely on annotations of individual leaf instance,
which is time consuming.

v In addition the variability in leaf shapes and its
arrangement among different plant species limits the broad
utilisation of these algorithms.

v Novel strategy to exploit the global feature of leaf shapes 
invariant across plant species. 

v Automatic generation of leaf templates for the 
incorporation of leaf shape knowledge. 
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Selected result with different segmentation method using the 
seed placement of slice approach (a) Kruskal, (b) Prim, (c) 

Power-watershed and (d) Random walk. 

Sample result of multi-leaf template matching algorithm (a) 
Modified mask and (b) Output. 

Segmentation Results on PRL dataset (A1) 

SLICE representation

An overview of the proposed framework 

v To constrain the search of possible leaf
candidate regions, firstly the segmented
image is transformed into polar coordinates.

v Given a polar transformed image, we use the
slice representation presented to
automatically generate small set of seeds.

Symmetry Quantification

Extraction of representative 
leaves

v The representative shapes from sampled
images are used for template generation.

v Since, the multi-leaf template matching
algorithm is rotation and scale sensitive,
thus the representative shapes are varied
using geometric transformations such as
scaling and rotation.

v This template database with different
shapes, size and orientation generated
through sampling of time- lapsed
images is employed in multi-leaf
template matching.

DATASET

Ø PRL dataset [5,6]. 
Ø The plant phenotyping database [7]. 
Ø The Komatsuna dataset [8]; 
Ø The Salad dataset [9].


